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Agency: Commerce, Community and Economic Development
Grants to Municipalities (AS 37.05.315)
Grant Recipient: Anchorage
Project Title:

Project Type: Equipment and Materials

Anchorage - Emergency Medical & Fire Fighting
Protective Equipment
State Funding Requested: $150,000
One-Time Need

House District: Anchorage Areawide (17-32)

Brief Project Description:
Purchase of much needed Emergency Medical Protective gear for the Anchorage Fire Fighters
Areawide

Funding Plan:
Total Cost of Project: $150,000
There is no other funding needed

Detailed Project Description and Justification:
$150,000.00 for the purchase of much needed Emergency Medical Protective gear for the Anchorage Fire Fighters.
Attached are links which have much more detailed information on the products. AFD are looking at an expense of $500.00
each for 300 Fire Fighters.
Ricochet - http://www.ricochet-gear.com/Product_Vantage%20II.htm
Magnum boot - http://www.magnumboots.com/us/prod/5198.asp
A few positives to having EMS gear and the benefits it would provide;
•Less wear and tear on our structural firefighting gear on medical calls that primarily gets washed due to patient
contaminants including BBP. This is a big issue because we more frequently have to replace these turnouts at a much
higher price than EMS pants ($2500.00 vs $500).
•Comfort and durability on medical calls. The pants are lighter than turnouts and can be washed more frequently without
the negative effects.
•It would give Firefighters an alternative to wearing there station uniforms in the apparatus and on medical calls and then
cross contaminating everything they come into contact with after that point. (walking through the station with contaminated
shoes, sitting in chairs, laying in bed, anything they contact in the station)
•Reduce the possibility of contamination from dirty turnouts worn into medical calls in Dr’s offices, people’s homes, etc.
•With the skyrocketing medical and workers compensation costs, this much needed protection should actually pay for its
self by lowering the possibility of someone becoming infected with an illness on a call.

Project Timeline:
FY11
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Entity Responsible for the Ongoing Operation and Maintenance of this Project:
Anchorage Fire Department

Grant Recipient Contact Information:
Name:
Address:

Anchorage Fire Department
100E. 4th Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone Number: (907)322-7808
Email:
briggs@alaskapffa.org
Has this project been through a public review process at the local level and is it a community priority?

Yes X No
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Dear Senator McGuire,
I am writing to request $150,000.00 for the purchase of much needed Emergency Medical Protective
gear for the Anchorage Fire Fighters. I am attaching links which have much more detailed information
on the products. We are looking at an expense of $500.00 each for 300 Fire Fighters.
Ricochet - http://www.ricochet-gear.com/Product_Vantage%20II.htm
Magnum boot - http://www.magnumboots.com/us/prod/5198.asp
A few positives to having EMS gear and the benefits it would provide;
•
•
•

•
•

Less wear and tear on our structural firefighting gear on medical calls that primarily gets washed
due to patient contaminants including BBP. This is a big issue because we more frequently have
to replace these turnouts at a much higher price than EMS pants ($2500.00 vs $500).
Comfort and durability on medical calls. The pants are lighter than turnouts and can be washed
more frequently without the negative effects.
It would give Firefighters an alternative to wearing there station uniforms in the apparatus and on
medical calls and then cross contaminating everything they come into contact with after that
point. (walking through the station with contaminated shoes, sitting in chairs, laying in bed,
anything they contact in the station)
Reduce the possibility of contamination from dirty turnouts worn into medical calls in Dr’s offices,
people’s homes, etc.

With the skyrocketing medical and workers compensation costs, this much needed
protection should actually pay for its self by lowering the possibility of someone
becoming infected with an illness on a call.

Thank you for your consideration and if you have any questions please don’t hesitate to call.
Jeff Briggs
907.441.2469

